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Foreword

This is the fourteenth Annual Report of the IEA collaboration in wind
energy, reviewing the activities during 1991. It is also the first rePort
under the amended R&D Implementing Agreement, as of 1 |anuary 1991,
for Co-operation in the Researdr and Development of Wind Turbine
Systems (IEA R&D Wind). The amended R&D Agreement incorporates
the activities of the previous Large-Scale WECS Agreement which was
discontinued by 31 December 1990.

The report is published by Nutek, the Swedish Contracting Party to the
Agreement, on behalf of the IEA R&D Wind Executive Committee. It is
edited by B Pershagen with contributions from D F Ancona (USA),
F Avia (Spain), K A Braun (Germany), P W Carlin (USA), H G Douma
(the Netherlands), P Nielsen (Denmark), E Sesto (Italy), W G Stevenson
(UK) and R Windheim (Germany).

Petten and Nykdping in January 1992

H J M Beurskens
Chairman of the
Executive Committee

B Pershagen
Secretary of the
Executive Committee
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Executive Summary

The report reviews the progress during 1991 in the Agreement for Co-
operation in the Research and Development of Wind Turbine Systems
(IEA R&D Wind), operated under the auspices of the International Energy
Agency (IEA).

IEA R&D Wind is an agreement for carrying out joint research, develop-
ment and demonstration prolects. Since 1 January 1991, the activity also
includes the exchange of information on the planning and execution of
national programmes for the design, construction, operation and evalua-
tion of largescale wind turbines with a rated power of approximately
1 MW or more.

IEA R&D Wind has 16 signatories from Austria, Canada, Denmark,
Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Wind energy continues to stand out as one of the most promising new
renewable energy source in the near term. Significant progress was made
during the year in the member countries. The number of wind turbines
increased to about 21 000, corresponding to about 2200 MW of rated
power. The performance of wind systems continues to improve as the
technology matures.

Most of the installed capacity is in the form of arrays or clusters of small
and medium size units, known as windfarms. About 1600 MW of
windfarm capacity is found in California, USA. Megawatt size u/indfarms
are in operation or under construction also in Canada, Denmark,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom. The first offshore windfarm of 11x450 kW units started opera-
tion in mid-1991 near Vindeby, Denmark.

Today's utility-interconnected wind systems in the USA are reported to
produce elechicity at costs of 0,06 to 0,10 USD/kWh. These costs are
nearly one third those of ten years ago. Corresponding average costs for a

sample of eight operating windfarms in Denmark are equivalent to 0,07
USD/kWh, including 0,01 USD/kWh for operation and maintenance.
Investment costs for the Danish windfarms were equivalent to
1250 USD/kW, of which about 2/3 was wind turbine costs.

The average unit size in today's windfarms is about 100 kW. The rating
of new machines is increasing and was, on the average, 160 -180 kW
during 1990 - 1991. Commercial wind turbines rated at 400 - 450 kW were
delivered during the year. The trend toward larger sizes is partly
explained bv the better land area utilization of the lareer machines.



a computerized information system containing design and performance

J"iu ul *. as incident/ accidint reports and national programrne funding

summanes.

Much of the information exchange takes place at the Executive

Committee meetings twice a year when the national wind energy

activities are reviewed with emPhasis on large-scale systems The

hiAhlights are summarized in the Wind Energy Newsletter, of which the

flrst isiue was published during the year'

The world's larqest vertical-axis wind turbine, the 4 MW EOLE, erected at

CaD Chat, QueSec, Canqda, has been operating in automatic mode since

Ivjrch 1988 and qenerated more than 8600 MWh during more than 13 000

hours. A blade ciack was observed in May 1991 After repair the turbine

wcnt back into oPeration at the end of June Two large windfarrns of
medium-sized machines are under construction in Alberta'

As of 31 December 1991, the total capacity of grid-connected wind turbines

it Denmark was 410 MW in 3230 units (up 791). The first 100 MW utility
programme will be fully implemented by the end of 1992 

-It 
is exPected

ihat"another 100 MW will bL installed before the end of 1993' The annual

power generation was 730 000 MWh, corresponding to 2,3 %.of the Danish

electricitv consumption Denmark has nine large wind turbines in

operation, all of thl three-bladed horizontal-axis tyPe: a 2 Mw unit at

Tvind, two 630 kW units at Nibe, five 750 kW units at Masnedo and a 2

MW unit at Tiereborg. A 1 MW advanced turbine is being designed for
installation at Avedore in 1993.

In Cermany, the totally installed wind power approached 1O0 MW at the

end of the year, about a third of which in the framework of the 250 MW
Wind progiamme. Five large-scale wind turbines are in operation,
including ihree 640 kW single-bladed Monopteros machines, the three-

bladed 1;2 MW WKA 60 on Heligoland and the advanced WKA 60 at

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Koog, which was put into oPeration during the year' The

2 MW Aeolus II and the 750 kW HSW turbines are in advanced stages of

construction and will be installed next year'

In ltdly, the two state-owned organisations ENEA and ENEL-together with
Italian wind turbine manufacturers are engaged in a national wind energy
proqramme aiming at 300 to 600 MW of wind power by the year 2000.

ihree machine ptototyp"t have been developed: a medium-scale MEDIT
(225 kw) and M30 (200 kW) in oPeration at the AIta Nurra test site in
Sardinia, and the large-scale 1,5 ]i'fw GAMMA 50 to be installed at Alta
Nurra in 1992. ENEL is constructing two 10 MW windfarms in Sardinia
and the Apennines. Series fabrication of MEDIT 320 and M30 for the

windfarmi is going on. ENEA is Promoting two feasibility studies of large
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windfarms. A first module of 1,5 MW was placed into operation at
Bisaccia in 1991.

The national wind energy programme in lapan i,s part of the Sunshine
Project. A windfarm of approximately I NfVV rated power is being
constructed in Miyako, Okinawa for completion in 1992. A 500 kW
prototype wind turbine is being developed during 1991 -1995. These
projects are implemented by NEDO. The programme also includes wind
observation and resource assessment by NEDO, and basic research at the
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory, Tsuruba.

l^ the Netherlands, around 80 MW of wind turbine capacity was installed
by the end of the year and l0 MW were under construction. The national
goal aims at 1000 IvtW installed by the year 2000 and 2000 MW by 2010.
The electricity distribution companies plan to have 250 MW erected by
1995. The total wind power capacity by 1995 is estimated at 400 MW.
The national wind energy programme, known as TWIN, for '199-l-7995

includes subsidies for wind turbine investments and support of industrial
development and technological research. The total costs are estimated at
42 MNLG, excluding subsidies. Over 80 % of the presently installed
capacity consists of windfarms of 1 MW or more. A 750 kW prototype
unit (Windmaster) was put into operation during the year at Halsteren.
A 1 MW Nedwind 50 prototype is being designed for installation in 1993.

Norway has excellent wind conditions in coastal areas. The current wind
energy programme aims at having 4 MW of wind power instaUed by 1992.
The first windfarm of thlee 400 kW units was inaugurated in October at
Vikna, north of Trondheim. In addition, two 400 kW turbines were
installed duling the year in the Vesterelen islands north and west of
Narvik. At the present time, however, new hydro power stations
generate electricity at about half the cost of wind power, on the average.

The current national renewable energy plan in Spain foresees about
100 MW of wind power installed by 1995. During 1991, the construction of
three large windfarms was initiated: a 3 MW plant at Cabo Villano and
the 20 MW PESUR and 10 MW E.E.E. windfarms in the Tarifa area near
the Straits of Gibraltar. Another two windfarms are in the planning stage.
Ai the 1,2 MW AWEC-60 wind turbine at Cabo Villano, a crack in the
main spar of a blade was detected in May 7997. After repair the machine
was back in operation in October

Suteden has two large-scale wind turbines in operation, the 3 N{!V
machine at Maglarp and a 750 kW unit at Risholmen. The Maglarp
turbine, installed 1982, holds the world's record for energy production
from a single lnir 27 740 MWh during 21 538 h on line (by November
1991). The 2 MW N?isudden wind turbine was dismantled during 1990 -
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1991 to prepare for the installation of the Nasudden II machinery on top
of the eiisting tower. A government-sPonsored market stimulation
programme through investment subsidy was introduced during the year.

The lareest installation so far is a windfarm of seven 225 kW units near
Varberg on the Swedish west coast.

In the Urifed Kingdom, modifications have been carried out on the 60

m, 3 MW wind turbine on Burgar Hill, Orkney. Total running time to
end May when the machine was shut down was 3511 h with a cumulative
outDut of 4336 MWh. The 750 kW turbine on Susetter Hill, Shetland has

returned to service after repeated shutdowns for modification and repair'
The 1 MW machine at Richborough, Kent is Performing well. The
500 kW vertical-axis VAWT-850 at Carmarthen Bay, South Wales
suffered a blade failure in February. Blade redesign is being undertaken
Prospects of commercial windfarm installation have been stimulated
during the year by the government's commitment to the Non-Fossil Fuel

Oblig;tion. The proposed windfarms have met with delays due to
difficulties in obtaining planning consent

The world's largest horizontal-axis wind turbine in oPeration is the 98 m,
3,2 lvlvv Mod 58 at Kahuku Point, Hawaii, Ilnitcd States. As of the end of
September, the turbine had logged 19 253 operating hours and generated
25 344 MWh. During the spring the machine attained a one month
capacity factor of 53 7o. Fourteen of the 600 kW Westinghouse machines
at Kahuku Point are back in operation following repair and modification.

Since 1981 approximately 1600 MW of windfarm caPacity has been
installed in California, totalling more than 15 000 units. The energy costs
are now nearly one third those of ten years ago Thele are Promising
signs for windfarm installation also in areas outside of California.

The U.S. federal wind technology ProSram is increasing its emphasis on
working closell, with utilities and industry to apply new technology and
to develop new markets. Three contracts to study advanced wind turbine
conceptual design have been awarded. High Potential comPonents and

subsystems will be developed and field tested. ApPlied research and
testing is continuing at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and
the Sandia National Laboratories. The wind technology budget for fiscal
year 7992 is 21,2 MUSD, increased from 11,1 MUSD the Previous year.

12



The IEA R&D Wind Programme

1.1 The Implementing Agreement

Two IEA Agreements in wind energy were made in 1977:

. A Programme of Research and Development on Wind Energy
Conversion Systems (the "R&D Agreement")

. CGoperation in the Development of Large-Scale Wind Energy
Conversion Systems (the "LS Agreement")

Effective 1 fanuary 1991, the two Agreements were merged. The title of
the R&D Agreement was amended to read "Implementing Agrecment for
Co-operation in the Research and Development of Wind Turbine
Systems", or IEA R&D wind for short. The text of the Agreement was
amended to include the activities of the former LS Agreement.

At present, there are 16 Contracting Parties from 13 countries;

Austria

Canada

Germany

Italy

Japan

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

The Republic of Austria;

The Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources;

Forschungszentrum Ji.ilich GmbH;

Ente per le Nuove Tecnolgie, l'Energia e

f Ambiente (ENEA);
Ente Nazionale per I'Energia Elettrica (ENEL);

The Government of Japan;

Stichting Energieonderzoek Nederland (ECN);

The Government of New Zealand;

The Directorate of Energy of the Norwegian
Water Resources and Energy Administration;

Instituto de Energias Renovables (IER) of the
Centro de Investigacion Energetica
Medioambiental y Tecnologica (CIEMAT);



Sweclen

Unitcd Kingdom

United States

Task IV

Task V

Task VI

The National Board for Industrial and Technical
Development (NUTEK);

UK Atomic Energy AuthoritY;
National Power plc;
Scottish Hydro-Electric Plci

The Department of EnergY.

The eeneral obiectives of IEA R&D Wind are to undertake collaborative
R&D"proiects, called Tasks, and to exchange information on the planning

and eiecution of national largescale wind systems.

The Tasks arc defined in Annexes to the Implementing Agreement To-

dale twelve Tasks have been initiated, as shown below. Seven Tasks have

been successfully comPleted. Two Tasks (VIII and IX) are technically
completed but the final report is pending

Task I Environmental and Meteorological Aspects of Wind Energy

Conversion Systems
Operating Agent: The National Swedish Board for Energy

Source Development
Completed in 1981

Evaluation of Wind Models for Wind Energy Siting
Operating Agent: US DePartment of Energy - Battelle Pacific

Northwest Laboratories
Completed in 1983

Integration of Wind Power into National Electricity SupPly
Systems
Operating Agent: Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich GmbH
Completed in 1983

Investigation of Rotor Stressing and Smoothness of
Operation of Large-Scale Wind Energy Conv€rsion Systems

Operating Agent: Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich GmbH
Completed in 1980

Study of Wake Effects behind Single Turbines and in Wind
Turbine Parks
Operating Agent: Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
Completed in 1984

Study of Local Flow at Potential WECS Hill Sites

Operating Agent: National Research Council of Canada
Completed in 1985

Task II

Task III

14



Task VII

Task VIII

Task IX

Study of Offshore WECS
Operating Agent: UK Central Eleckicity Generating Board
Completed in 1988

Study of Decentralised Applications for Wind Energy
Operating Agent: LIK Central Electricity Generating Board
Technically completed in 1989

lntensified Study of Wind Turbine Wake Effects
Operating Agent: [rK Central Electricity Generating Board
Technically completed in 1990

Systems Interaction
Never entered into force

Base Technology Information Exchange
Operating Agent: Department of Fluid Mechanics, Technical
University of Denmark
To be completed in 1993

Universal Wind Turbine for Experiments (UNIWEX)
Operating Agent: Institute for Computer Applications,
University of Stuttgart, Germany
To be completed in 1992

Co-operation in the Development of Large Wind Turbine
Systems
Operating Agent: National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(USA)
To be comDleted in 1993

Task X

Task XI

Task XII

Task XIII

In Tasks VIII, IX and XI, the participants contribute manPower and work -
usually in their home countries - to a ioint programme coordinated by the
Operating Agent. The total level of effort is typically about ten manyears
per Task. Tasks XII and XII are mixed cost- and task-shared. the
Darticipation in current Tasks is shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1 Parlicipation per country in current Tasks.
OA indicates Operating Agent

Country Task

vilt x xl xll xlll

Canada
Denmark
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States

x
x

OAx
x

xx
x
x

xx
x

xx
xxOA

x
xx
xxx
x
xx
xxx
xxx
OAOAx
xxx

1,6



1.2 Task VIII Decentralised applications for wind energy

This Task was set up in 1985 and has involved ten countries in a task-
sharing arrangement, coordinated by the UK National Engineering
Laboratory. The overall objectives were to:

. Define cost effective models and techniques suitable for obtaining
wind and load data necessary for planning and specifying
decentralised wind energy conversion installations;

. Apply and further develop models suitable for analysing the
performance of wind-diesel systems.

Nine technical meetings were held during 1985 - 1989, involving about
thirty experts from the particiPating countries. At an early stage a desire
was expressed to produce a work of reference which would convey to a
wider community the potential difficulties and stage of develoPment of
wind-diesel technology. The final rePort of the Task should therefore
take the form of a handbook on the siting and implementation of wind-
diesel systems.

A revised draft manuscript of the final report, called the Wind-Diesel
Guide Book, was distributed to the Executive Committee members and
Task participants in September 1991. The authors comPrise the foremost
experts from the participating countries, who by discussion and
information exchange have agreed upon the contents, which include:

1 Wind-diesel options and their aPPlicability
Matching the wind-diesel system to the community
Assessing the wind resource
Designing a system
Wind-diesel case studies
Modelling techniques
Installation and setting up wind-diesel systems
Assessing the economics

The Executive Committee has agreed to have the book published on the
open market. A contract has been negotiated with Cambridge University
Press, who intend to publish the book and distribute it on the open
market.

The Executive Committee decided at its fall meeting to set up a Joint
Action on Wind-Diesel Systems in Annex XI (see seciion 3.3) for
continued communication among Task participants .

2
3

5
6
7
8

77



Participating organisations

Canada

Denmark
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Spain
Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

United States

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
AtmosDheric Environment Service
Riso Nitional Laboratory
ECN Research Centre
NZ Meteorological Service
Norwegian Electric Power Research Institute
Instituto de Energias Renovables
State Power Board
Chalmers University of Technology
Federal Office of EnergY
Oekozentrum Langenbruck
AIDha Real AG
Ruiherford Appleton LaboratorY
National Engineering LaboratorY
Department of EnergY
Solar Energy Research Institute
University of Massachussetts
Atlantic Orient CorPoration

Operating Agent

United Kingdom National Engineering Laboratory

18



1.3 Task IX Intensified study of wind turbine wake effects

This Task was set up in 1985 as a flow-on from the earlier Task V study of
wake and cluster effects. The study has involved eight countries in a task-
sharing arrangement, coordinated by the UK Central Electricity
Generating Board, later National Power plc The overall obiective has

been to improve the knowledge of aerodynamic interaction between wind
turbines operating in a windfarm.

The Task has seen the development of more reliable wake models, and
the acquisition of considerable amounts of data from single turbines, pairs
of interacting turbines, and from full size windfarrns. Four technical
meetings have been held, when data were exchanged and models
compared. The experimental data and theoretical techniques were
brought together in a benchmark exercise based around NAsudden
(Sweden) for the evaluation of single wakes and Tendpipe (Denmark) for
the evaluation of windfarm models.

The revised final report was submitted to the Executive Committee in
October. The report outlines the national contributions to the Task and
summarizes the work .omPleted. It then highlights the Principal results
and conclusions from the studies and assesses those areas where further
work may be required.

To cope with the wide divesity of array configurations, the study has seen

the development of more reliable wake models and the acquisition of a

considerable quantity of experimental and analytical data. The PrinciPal
conclusions are:

. Site- and machinespecific factorshave a very strong influence on
array behaviour.

. Array energy losses are real and significant at sPacings below 7
diameters, but less than predicted by earlier wind tunnel tests.

. Turbulence is enhanced in arrays, again less than earlier model
studies indicated, but sufficient to cause measurable increases in
fatigue damage rates.

It is recommended that further work be considered in the following areas:

- Defining initial conditions for wake models
- I-ocal flow effects and atmospheric stabilify
- Overlapping wakes and rules for superposition
- Prediction of turbulence within windfarms
- Windfarm performance in hilly terrain
- Wake-induced blade loads and rotor fatigue within windfarms

19



The large body of data which is building uP from existing windfarms and
the theoretical models now in existence would form a firm base upon
which to build studies in these areas.

A oroposal for extended wake effect studies has been submitted to the
Exicuiive Cornmitte by one of the LIK Contracting Parties. A draft Annex,
entitled "Performance of Arrays Wind Turbines", focusing on oPerational
data from full-scaled installations, has been prepared and is being
considered for approval.

Participating organisations

Belgium
Denmark
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

United States

Operating Agent

UK Central Electricity Generating Board, later National Power plc

RUCA Antwerp
Riss National Laboratory
ENEL
TNO
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid
University of Uppsala
Central Electricity Generating Board (later
National Power plc)
ETSU for the Department of Energy
Garrad-Hassan Consultants
Department of Energy

20



1.4 TASK)C Base technology information exchange

The objective of this Task is to promote wind turbine technology by co-
operative activities and information exchange on R&D toPics of common
interest. The Task has two subtasks:

Development of Recommended Practices for Wind Turbine
Testing and Evaluation

Ioint Actions

As part of subtask B, Topical Experts Meetings are arranged as agreed by
the participants, acting in the Executive Committee.

At its fall meeting, the Executive Comrnitte decided to extend the durati-
on of the Task by two years until 31 December 1993. An uPdated
workplan was adopted.

Recommenileil practices for uincl turbine testfug anil eoaluation

The aim of this subtask is to propose recommendations for wind turbine
testing to address the development of internationally agreed test
procedures. So far, recommendations have been published in eight
areas. see Table 1.3.1. The documents are available from selected
representatives in the participating countries.

A Standing Committee (SC) is established to review the needs for
revising existing recommendations or for preparing new
recommendations. The SC takes the necessary steps for establishing ad
hoc expert groups, as decided by the Executive Committee, for PreParing
proposals for revised or new recommendations.

At the suggestion of the SC. the Executive Committee agreed at its fall
meeting to have revised editions prepared of Vol 2 Costing of Wind
Turbine Systems, Vol 4 Acoustics, and Vol 8 Glossary of Terms. An
expert group will be convened to evaluate anemometry issues in power
performance testing (power curve).



Table 13.1 Documents in lhe series ol Recommended Practices for Wind
Turbine Testing and Evaluation

Ioint actions

Joint Actions are set up by the Executive Committee in a specific research
area of current interest, where a periodic exchange of information is
deemed necessary. The Joint Actions take the form of workshops or
symposia. Participation is by invitation from the national members of
the Executive Committee. So far, four Joint Actions have been initiated:

. Aerodynamics of Wind Turbines

. Fatigue of Wind Turbine Blades

. Offshore Wind Systems

. Wind-Diesel Systems

In the Joint Action on Aerodynamics, the sth SymPosium was held on
3-4 December at the University of Stuttgart, Germany. Proceedings of the
4th Symposium, held in November 1990 at the ENEA Casaccia Centre,
Rome, Italy, were published during the rePort period.

Vol Title 1st Ed 2nd Ed 3rd Ed

'1 Power Performance Testing 1 982 1 990

2 Estimation of Cost ol Energy from
Wind Energy Conversion Systems '1983 In prep

3 Fatigue Characterislics 1984 1989

4 Acouslics. Measurement of Noise
Emission f rom Wind Turbines 1 984 1988 In prep

5 Electromagnetic Interference 1986
(Preparatory lnformation)

6 Structural Safety 1988
(Preparatory Information)

7 Ouality of Power. Single Grid"
Connected WECS 1984

8 Glossary of Terms 1987 ln PreP

22



In the Joint Action on Fatigue, a workshoP was held on 22-23 APril at

Riss, benmark. As a specific result, a proPosal for normalization of
fatigue data for composites was prepared.

The 3rd workshoP in the Joint Action on Offshore WECS took Place 23'74

September in CoPenhagen, Denmark, including a visit to the Vindeby
offshore windfarm.

A foint Action on Wind-Diesel Systems was established at the fall
meeting of the Executive Committee. This Action will enable continued
communication among the ParticiPants of the concluded Annex VIII'

Toyical expert rneetings

In the framework of this Annex XI, toPical expert meetings are arranged

once or twice a year, as decided by the Executive Committee. Attendance

is by invitation 
-through 

the national EC member, and the number of
purii.ipuntr is lirnited to a few Per country' Proceedings are published by
ihe German Contracting Party, the KFA fnlich.

The 20th Topical ExPert Meeting took Place on 7-8 March at FFA,

Stockholm, Sweden on Electrical Systems for Wind Turbines with
Constant or Variable Speed. The 21st meeting was held on 7-8 October at

Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden on Wind
Characteristics of Relevance for Wind Turbine Design. A complete list of
the meetings held so far is shown in Table 1.3.2.

P art ic ip at in I or g an is at i on s

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
Department of Fluid Mechanics, Technical University
of Denmark

Canada
Denmark

Germany KFA Jiilich
Italy ENEA
Norway NVE
Netherlands ECN
Spain CIEMAT/IER
Sweden FFA
United Kingdom ETSU
United States Department of Energy

Operuting agent

Department of Fluid Mechanics of the Technical University of Denmark



Table 1 .3.2 IEA Wind Energy Expert Meetings

No TitIE

5

6

7

1

2

3

9

10

11

12

13

14

Seminar on Structural Dynamics

Control ol LS WECS and Adaptation ol Wind
Electricity to the Network

Data Acquisition and Ana:ysis for LS WECS

Rotor Blade Technology with
Special Respecl to Faligue Design

Environmental and Salely Aspecls
ol the Present LS WECS

Reliability ard Mairtenance Problems ot LS WECS

Costing ol Wind Tu|bines

Saletv Assutarre and Ouality Controlol LS WECS
durin6 Assembly, Ereclion and Acceptance Testing

Struclural Oesign Ctiteria lor LS WECS

Utility and Operational Experience trom Maior
Wind Installatbns

General Erwitonrnenial Aspecls

Aerodynamic Cabulation Melhods for WECS

Economic Aspecls ol Wind Turbines

Modelling of Atnpsphe.ic Turbulence lor Use in
WECS Rotor Loadino Calculations

General Planning and Environmental lssues ol
LS WECS lrElalhtions

Requirements to. Salety SystemE for LS WECS

Integrating Wnd Turbines into Utility Power Syslems

Noise Genetating Mechanisms tor Wind Turbines

Wind Turbine ConlrolSystems -

Slrategy ard Problems

Wind Charac{e.istics ol Relevance
lor wind Tudine Des€n

Electrical Systerns for wind Turbines with conslant
or Variable Sp€ed

3-4 May 1990 London, England

7-8 Mar 1991 Stockholm, Sweden

7-g Oct 1991 Gothenburg,Sweden

12 Ocl78

4 Apr 79

26-27 Sep 79

21-22 Ap( a0

25-26 Sep 80

29-30 Apr 81

8-19 Nov 81

26-27 May 82

7€ Mar83

12-14 Oct 83

7-g May U

29-30 oct 84

30-31 May 85

4-5 Dec 85

2 Dec 87

17-r8 oct 88

11-12 Apr 89

27-28 Nov 89

Munich, Germany

Copenhagen,
Denmark

Blov,/ing Rock, USA

Stockholm,
Sweden

Munich, Germany

Aalborg, Denmaft

Copenhagen

Stockholm

Greenford, UK

Palo Alto, Califomia

Munah, Germany

Copenhagen

Pelten, Netherlands

Stockholm, Sweden

Hamburg, Germany

Rome, ltaly

Herndon, USA

Petten, Netherlands

15

16

17

18

19

20
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1.4 TASK )ilI Universal windhltine for experiments
(UNIWEX)

UNIWEX is a computer-controlled, two-bladed experimental wind
turbine of 16 m rotor diameter installed at the (tlrich Hiitter wind test
field near Schnittlingen, Germany, see Figure 1.5.1. The main goals of thc
proiect are the experimental study of aerodynamics, operational
behaviour, load spectra and control strategies for different hub concepts,
as well as the validation of computer codes.

Seven organisations from three countries are participating:

Germany Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH (KFA);
Institute for Computer Applications (ICA), University
of Stuttgart;

Netherlands NetherlandsEnergyResearchFoundation(ECN);
Delft University of Technologie (DUT);
Stork Product Engineering (SPE);

Sweden NUTEK (NE);
Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden (FFA)

Operating Agent: Institute for Computer Applications (ICA), University
of Stuttgart

Participants met on the following occasions during the year:

. Four technical meetinSs (25 March, 76-17 July,14 June on the
testfield;l4 June at Maastricht, the Netherlands)

Two measurement campaigns (76-"17 luly,13-15 on the
testfield)

28th IEA R&D Wind Executive Committee meeting (21 October at
Lyngby, Denmark)

EWEC '91 (14-18 October in Amsterdam, the Netherlands)



Main Technical Activities

At lCA, Germany

A Experiments

Investigation of different rotor tyPes (compare Figure 1.5.2).

Up to 65 channels were monitored with sarnpling rates uP to
20b Hz. The following hub concepts were operated for a variety of
control strategies within a wide range of values for parameters like
wind speed, rpm, power outPut (cp-values):

- Rigid hub (different coning angles, rotor tilt, tower tilt)

- Teetering hub (different teeter springs)

- Individually flapping blades (different flap springs)

- Individuallylead-laggingblades

- Combination of flaP and leadJag

- Teetering hub with flap-pitch couPling

- Individual flaPPing with flap-pitch coupling

Recording of load spectra

The blade flap bending moments are correlated with different
coning, rotor and tower tilt angles for rigid, teetering and flapPing
hub configurations.

Operation in upwind configuration has been started

Different methods for evaluating short-time measurements for the
set-up of cp-lambda diagrams were investigated

Runs with different generator behaviour ("generator stiffness")

Runs with constant rpm by Pitch control

Several controllers were simulated via Direct Digital Control. For
the promising ones, data were registered and are being evaluated.

Runs with constant rPm or constant torque by Senerator control
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Runs with operation at optimum tip speed ratio (torque - rpm2)

Many measurements were carried out within the possible wind
and rpm range (3,5 to 8,0 m/s;30 to 80 rpm).

Runs with active and passive yawing

Active yawing was used to measure reactions under different yaw
angles C 60 to + 60 degrees). For passive yawing, yaw excursions
could be observed and monitored for different hub configurations.

Runs with power control by active yawing

Power versus stationary yaw angle was measured for the rigid hub
configuration in the range of - 60 to + 60 degrees. The reactions of
the rigid and teetering hub configurations for several constant yaw
rates were monitored and recorded.

Investigations of some aerodynamic effects (runs with stall control)

Verification of Numerical Simulation Codes

Identification and adaptation of the model

The whole model was re.idealised, taking into account hardware
changes and correcting inaccuracies in the old model.

Further extension of post-processing and evaluation software

Simulation and comparison with experiments

Simulations with the program ARLIS (Aeroelastic analysis of
Botating tlnear Systems) were performed for one rigid, two
teetering and one flapping hub concept, with realistic stiffness and
damping parameters and in an rpm and wind speed range also
covered by experiments. Numerical and experimental results have
been compared, showing tolerable discrepancies (compare
Figure 1.5.3)

Simulation and evaluation

Part of the "critical" hub configurations and rpm regions was
already simulated.
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At ECN, the Nethetlands

The Dutch participation in the UNIWEX programme considers the

followine tasks:

Experimental study of system dynamic behaviour for different
rotor and drive train concePts

Validation of computer programs used for the design of wind
turbines or components

Design of controllers and experimental validation of their
behaviour.

'r)

tl

3)

A number of experiments have been requested to be used.for the different

tasks, the major part of which has been executed and is being analysed'

Particularly for 1) and 2), measurements were made with a teetering hub
and with individually free flapping blades under stall conditions, uP to
almost standstill, to explore ttie staUitity limits of teetering and flapping
motion. Also, measurements with lead-lag flexibility were performed
This type of measurements is not available in the literature.

With regard to 2), the effect of reduced aerodynamic damping on flap
loads is measured and will be compared with calculational results.
Information on wakeinduced inflow dynamics will be obtained from
executed measurements with pitching transients. Finally, yaw dynamics
and power control can be studied from a number of measurements with
yaw misalignment, and active yawing with different yawing speeds. Most

^e"srr.ements 
were done both with constant rpm control and with

constant torque control, so that the imPortant question of sPe€d control
benefits can also be studied.

As regards 3), an ''exPerimental model" of the UNIWEX (in the form of
transfer functions) wls estimated from special measurements with
random excitation signals on the pitch setting or torque control throttle
valve. Based on this, some aspects of the DIJWECS response Programs
were validated and a number of pitch controllers was designed and

experimentally evaluated. Some of this work was rePorted in [8] and [12]

In conclusion it can be stated that the UNIWEX is Presently delivering
experimental results of high interest, the analysis of which will take the
Dutch particiPants well into 1992.
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At FFA, Sweden

The modified UNIWEX turbine was modelled and simulations were
made with the aeroelastic program GAROS. Evaluation and comparison
with ARLIS results are underway.

Publications in 1991

1 K A Braun, M Miiller, H Snel, M Soderberg, Status Report on

UNIWEX, presented at the 27th IEA R&D Wind EC MeetinS,
Trondheirn, Norway , 16 April 1991

2 B Dressler Einfluss perschiedener Abwindmodelle auf die
Ergebnisse der aeroelastischen Untersuchung einer Windturbine
mit horizontaler Axis, Studienarbeit, Universitat Stuttgart, 1991

3 M Drescher; Aeroelastische Analyse einer EirtblLtt-Windturbine
und Vergleich mit entsprechenden Zwei- und Dreiblatt- Anlagen ,
Diplomarbeit, Universitat Stuttgart, 1991

4 H P Klatt, lnstallation, Enoeiterung und Austesten des
Programmsystems A'f ACYT zur Schalen-Balken Konaersion,
Studienarbeit, Universitet Stuttgart, 1991

5 H P Klatt; Computeruntersttitzte Auslegung do Struktur eines
Windturbinen-Rotorblattes, Diplomarbeit, Universitat Stuttgart,
7997

6 H Arnold, H Schwartz; Beschreibung der Programme zur
Auswertung und Darctellung der Messdoten im Proiekt UNIWEX,
Interner Bericht, Universitet Stuttgart, 1991

7 K A Braun, A Finkel; Compilation of Data for the the UN/WEX
Wind Turbine, Stuttgart, Juty 1991

8 H Arnold, G van Baars, P M M Bongers, M Miiller, H Schwartz;
Experitnents and Validation of Dymmic Models Linked with
UNIWEX - First Results, EWEC '91, Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
14-18 ocrober 1991

9 K A Braun, A Finkel, A Hopf, M Soderberg; Two Computer Cocles

for Aeroelastic Analysis ot' HAWT'S, Comparison with
Experime ts, EWEC '91, Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
14-18 October 1991
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10

11

H Arnold, K A Braun, A Finkel, A HoPt M Miiller, H Schwartzi
Stttus Report oz IINIWEX, presented at 28th IEA R&D Wind EC

Meeting, Lyngby, Denmark, 21 October 1991

J Argyris, K A Braun, ARopf; Dynambchc Analyx det .,
Rotirgondel rler LlNlWEX-Versuchswindturbine mit Hilfe der
Methode der finiten Elemente (AS(A), ICA-Bericht Nr 31,
Universitet Stuttgart, 1991

G van Baars; Expeimmtal Validation of the lJNlWEx wind
Turbine, Delft University of Technology, 191
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Figurc 1.5.1 The Universal Tesl Wnd Turbine UNIWEX at the Ukich
Hiitter Wind Test Field near Schnittlingen, Germany
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1.6 Task XIII Cooperation in the development of large-
scale wind systems

The Annex governing this Task was formed following the merger of the
two IEA wind energy agreements: IEA R&D WECS and IEA LS WECS.
The calendar year 1991 is the first of the designated three year duration of
the Annex.

The function of the Task is to provide a basis for the free exchange of
information on planning and execution of national Programmes for large
wind turbine systems. For the purpose of this Task, a Large Wind
Turbine System (LWTS) is either a single wind machine of approximately
one megawatt rating or a group of machines which act together to suPply
at least one megawatt.

The workplan prepared by the Operating Agent was circulated to the
participants prior to the IEA R&D Wind Executive Committee meeting in
Trondheim, Norway. It was reviewed and approved by the EC following
some minor changes.

In order to expedite the flow of information to and from the Annex, the
Annex member from each participating country designates one or more
persons known as Contact Persons (CP). These persons are usually closely
associated with an electric utility or some aspect of wind energy in their
resDective countries. Contact Persons in consultation with their Annex
XIIi Member contribute LWTS information and accident,/incident reports
as appropriate to the Operating Agent. In exchange they receive the
Annex compiled information.

To facilitate the implementation of the Task, an information system will
be established and maintained. It will contain specification of all large
prototype and many commercial wind machines. The system will
receive, circulate to participants, and archive accident/incident reports.
Also to be archived and reported by the Operating Agent are total
national installed wind power capacity, annual national ra/ind energy
generated, and national government plans in support of LWTS. The
material which has been submitted so far is being entered into the
information system.

A graphical representation of the function of the Operating Agent, as it is
presently understood, is shown in Figure 1.6.1.

On 23 and 24 September 1991, a workshop for Annex members and their
designated contact persons was held near Tehachapi, California. Contact
persons or Annex members or both were present from Canada, Denmark,
Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom and United
States.
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At thc meeting it was agreed that the OPerating Agent should sirnplify
some of the citegories of the LWTS data that will be archived, and should
further refine th; definitions of some technical terms and the duties of
some of the participants. These changes are to be circulated before the

next EC meeting.

The workshop was held in conjunction with a meeting of the U S Utility
Wind Interes[ Group (UWIG). The UWIG was formed by the U'S' DOE

and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) for the Purpose of
furthering the development and integration of wind energy-by electric
utilities. lt is a group made of rePresentatives from twelve U S electric
utilities which either are now using wind generated energy, or are

actively exploring the Possibilities for wind. Also included are

representatives from EPRI and DOE and their consultants'

By holding these meetin8s at the same location, the informal exchange of
informatio-"n and views by the members of both groups was facilitated'

The region adiacent to Tehachapi is the site of one of the three maior
windfirm disiricts in California' One of the local windfarm developers,

the Zond Corporation, hosted both the IEA and the LJiITr'IG groups on a
tour of the new "Wind River" extension of their facility. This
installation includes 340 turbines for a total Power of 77 'lvfV'/ '

An abbreviated summary of design and performance data for wind
turbines larger than 500 kW as of October 1991 is shown in Figure 1'5 2'

Participating organisations

Canada
Denmark
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sweden

United Kingdom
United States

Operating agent

The United States National
Golden, Colorado.

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
Ministry of Energy
Forschungszentrum Ji.ilich GmbH
Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Elettrica (ENEL)

Stichting Energieonderzoek Nederland (ENC)

Directorate of Energy
Instituto de Energias Renovables
National Board for Industrial and Technical
DeveloDment (NUTEK)
Scottish Hydro-Electric Plc
Department of Energy
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National activities
2.1 Canada

Introduction

The annual wind energy R&D budget is around CAD 700 000 The effecti-

ve budget is increasedwith co-funding from- the reciPient or other insti
tutionsl A few basic research proiects are fully funded'

The study "Canadian Wind Energy Technical and Market Potential"

,pon.or"i by the DePartment of Energy, Mines and Resources (EMR) is

nearing completion.

EMR continues to suPPort two test facilities, the Alberta Renewable

Enersv Test Site (AR'ETS) in Alberta and the Atlantic Wind Test Site

teWi'Sl in Prince Edward Island. These facilities are also co-funded by

iheir respective provincial governments. The ARETS, which tests wind
and phoiovoltaici water puhping systems, is in the process of being

-ouid fo* Lethbridge to Pincher Creek. The AWTS concentrates on

testins mainlv electriiity generating wind turbines, wind/diesel test bed

and rlsource'assessment of two sites to find a suitable windfarm site'

Adecon Energy Systems are testing SL-38, a 150 kW- VAWT, near Toronto

and are also ii."ti',Utit g a 300 kW VAWT Adecon is Soing to install ten

of the SL-38 machines in their Pincher Creek, Alberta, windfarm (see

below).

Lavalin Inc has completed the design of a 250 - 300 kW VAWT The

manufacture of this design is uncertain due to the reorganisation of
Lavalin.

Next year IREQ, Hydro Quebec, is Planning to set up a high-Penetration
wind/diesel demonstration at AWTS. The system would consist of four
wind turbines (30 to 80 kW range) and two 50 kW diesel generators with
appropriate dump loads.

Five machines that will make the first phase of the two Alberta wind-
farms (9 and 1,2 MW) are being installed.

The utility of the province of Saskatchewan has invited proposals for a

10 MW windfarm.

j
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Proiect AQUILO

The 500 kW VAWT, manufactured by Indal Technologies Inc of
Mississauga, Ontario, is continuing its testing at AWTS after rePairing the
bottom bearing, which took a few months.

Proiect EOLE

The 4 MW VAWT, called EOLE, was installed at CaP Chat, Quebec, in

fanuary 1987. The machine has been running in automatic mode since

its commissioning in March 1988. Currently the machine is being
operated up to a maximum of 13,5 rpm and a cut-out wind speed of
17 m/s. The corresponding maximum outPut is about 2,4 lv{VV.

The rotor was inspected during August 190. The most critical ,oints, the
blade/strut ioints, were insPected for cracks and tightness of bolts. No
cracks were detected and all the bolts were found to be properly torqued.

However, a crack in rotor blade was discovered on 1 May 1991. In the
days preceding the discovery, an unfamiliar noise warned the oPerator
until the crack became visible.

The crack occurred on the second blade section below the lower strut, a

location which was not exPected to be too hiShly stressed. A local defect
could be the source of the crack. The crack was cleaned uP to stoP the
propagation, and double steel Plates (16 mm thick, '140 mm wide) were
bolted around the cracked blade section, on the inner and outer surfaces
and the leading and trailing edge webs. The turbine was back in oPera-
tion on 21 June. So far the repair s€ems to be working.

The performance summary for EOLE up to 10 SePtember is as follows:

The monthly energy production is given in table 2.1.1

Total electricity generated
Generating hours
No. of starts/stops

kwh
h

EO

I582707
't3 027
4737
93,73
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Tabte 2.1.1 EOLE Net Energy Produclion (kwh)

Total net production: 8 071 774kwh3l

1) insDection ol turbine
2\ blade crack rePair
3i including 618 380 kwh lrom 'll September 1987 to July'1988

Windfarms

3|-Turbine windfarm in Alberta

On 1 February 1991, the Alberta Office of Renewable Energy Technology
announced the project of a 30-turbine windfarm to be located at Cowley
Ridge, southwest Alberta. The windfarm will consist of ten U.S.

Windpower turbines of 100 kW, 16 m rotor diameter, variable pitch,
downwind, and twenty of 400 kW, 33 m diameter, variable speed/pitch,
upwind. lt will be capable of generating 9 MW of elechicity, which will be

sold to TransAlta Utilities Corporation at about 5 cents/kwh.

The wind farm is expected to cost 11,4 MCAD over three years and will be
financed entirely by U.S. Windpower. Construction, oPeration and
maintenance of the windfarm will be performed by Wind Power Inc, an
Alberta company.

The siting has been approved and conshuction began in October. Nine
100 kW turbines will be installed before the end of the year.

71 540
100 520
247 520
161 560
361 130
334 670
266 280
282 660
264 390
152 180
85 330
56 770

80 000
122 230
193 200
276 500
225 540
422 660
245 000
278 300
312 700
197 000
153 300
120 900

172 500
2 300r )

'174 200
1 57 700
220 100
326 100
326 100
302 300
1 75 400
'I 54 400

5 4002)
38 8002)

155 400
211 714
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lq-Turbine Winrlftrm in Alberta

On 31 March 1991, the energy minister of Alberta announced another
windfarm proiect, a lGtubine windfarm to be built near Pincher Creek
in southwest Alberta. The windfarrn will be capable of generating
15 MW of electricity, which will be sold to TransAlta utilities at about
5 cents/kwh. The 150 kW vertical-axis turbines will be supplied by
Adecon Energy Systems, which will establish a subsidiary in Alberta to
construct, service, and operate the windfarm.

The proiect cost is estimated at 2 MCAD of which up to 600 000 CAD will
be provided by Southwest Alberta Renewable Energy Initiative. The
siting has been approved and construction has started. Two turbines will
be erected before the end of the year and the others will be installed next
sPring.

10 MW Windlarm in Saskatchaoan

SaskPower, the utility of the province of Saskatchewan, has initiated
proposals for a 10 MW windfarm.



20 m laminated wooden blades. Since then, the machine has operated
satisfactorily.

It is intended to prolong the the lifetime of both turbines by 7 to 10 years
in order to test their operation with the wood technology. The average
wind speed at the site is 7,1 m/s at hub height (45 m). Assuming 100 7o

availability, the annual energy production will be about 1300 MWh per
turbine.

The Masneds windfarm

ELKRAFr Power Co Ltd, the regional utility of .kaland, operates a
windfarm comprising five units of WNDANE 40, manufactured by
Danish Wind Technology Ltd. The site is on Masnedo, a small island
close to the southern coast of Zealand. The main specifications for these
machines are similar to those fcrr Nibe B.

As of 31 December 1991, the operating statistics were as follows:

Turbine: MAV 81 MAV 83 MAV 84 MAV 85
Running time, hrs 766n 17'160 la 037 17 968
Energy output, MWh 4316 82 4752 5436
Average power, kW E9 2'15 264 303

The five turbines were installed in late 1985. Comrnissioning progressed
well until October 1987 when a fire completely destroyed one of the
turbines (MAV 82). It has now been rebuilt and placed back into
operation. The design of the new wind turbine is in many ways an
improvement over the previous one. This means among other things
that the machine is more cost effective.

Most of the turbines have had gearbox failures. As a result they have all
been modified. As a safety precaution, the maximum power output of all
turbines is temporarily limited to 450 kW, until the power control system
is able to prevent excessive power peaks caused by wind gusts.

Surface cracks have been observed in a number of turbine blades. Until
recently, provisional repairs were made, either at the site or in the
workshop. Two turbines are now equipPed with new wooden blades, and
the remaining three turbines are provided with new fibreglass blades.

The Tiarebotg wind turbine

In 1988, ELSAM, the regional utility of Jutland and Funen, commissioned
a 2 MW wind turbine at Tiareborg south of Esbjerg on the west coast of
futland. This machine has a 60 m upwind rotor with three pitch-
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controlled cantilevered fibreglass blades and a 1: 68 epiryclic gearbox. The
generator is of the induction type. The 60 m to\,ver is made of concrete.

As of 31 December 1991, the machine had operated for 629 hours and
produced 4444 MWh of electricity.

In August 1989, one year after the turbine was commissioned, its gearbox
failed by fracture of the main gear wheel. The damaged parts were
quickly replaced by the manufachrrer, but then high temperature was
found at the two bearings of the output shaft. This has further reduced
the number of operational hours, but the installation of an improved
bearing with better lubrication and cooling has now solved the Problem.
Recently, a 1P sound from the first main bearing was observed. This is
caused by friction between the bearing and the main shaft, but until
further notice, the machine will run in normal unattended oPeration.

The Avedore wind turbine

ELKRAFT is designing a 50 rn,/l MW wind turbine with blades that can
be used in both pitch and stall control. The machine is scheduled to be
installed in March 1993 at the Avedore power station .l0 km south of
Copenhagen.

Small-scale wind turbines

Data accumulated over the past five years for both private and utility-
owned turbines are shown in Figure 2.2.1.

By the end of 1990, the total number of grid-connected small-scale wind
machines was 2881 units. The total electric capacity was 343 MW and the
annual power production was 604 GWh, which corresponds to 2 % of the
Danish electricity consumption. The corresponding numbers at 1 October
'1.99"1 arct 311,1 units,385 MW and 520 GWh (nine months period).

The latest development trend shows that the traditional Danish design
concept is unchanged. Stall regulation is still the most common means
of power limitation, although pitch control is gaining ground.

Generally, two types of towers are used: steel lattice towers or tubular
towers; in both cases they are 30 to 35 m high.

The power range is rapidly expanding. In 1991, machines with ratings of
400 to 450 kW have been sold by the manufacturers. This will soon also
apply to 500 kW machines, for which prototype testing is underway.


